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NUMD97
We learn to work with our greatest weaknesses and irritations. That's all part of the journey,
methinks. It sounds like you're conquering many aspects of your life. Nice that your hubby has
made coffee for you for every single day of your married life. That's an amazing streak of its own!
A very sweet gesture.

Safe travels.

All the best, B_B,
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KRISSY82
I hope you enjoyed the dinner! 520 day login streak? Congratulations! That is so inspiring to
see along with your calmness with the slow internet!
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DH & I are getting on the road soon for a 6 hour drive to North Carolina. We have an event there at 5:30
(a special dinner). 
 
My computer is very slow right now. DH is downloading something and satellite access out here in the
country isn't great in the best of times. Pages are loading slowly. 
 
Still Spark is what I do every morning, right after my daily weigh-in and getting my coffee (which DH has
made every morning for our nearly 49 years of marriage.) 
 
So between checking in on Spark Friends and spinning the wheel (520 day login streak) I'm folding
laundry. I can get 2 to 3 pieces done while waiting for my computer to catch up with me. 
 
In the past I would have simply growled at the screen as my annoyance grew. After grabbing what I need
from the dryer, the rest of the clothes would have been left in a heap. 
 
Now everything is ready to be put away. I think I'll do that before getting in the car. 
 
Good day to all Sparkers! 
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DOVESEYES
Safe trip :)
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PHEBESS
Drive safely! And yes, doing house chores while waiting for computer pages to load is
brilliant!!!!
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PGBACK
Have a safe trip. I grew up in Western NC. That is so sweet that your DH takes care of your
coffee.
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PRNCSCUP1-2FULL
I will assume you are on the road now, so will send safe travel energy your way..... Great job
multi-tasking! I need to take some lessons from you instead of allowing myself to get angry when
the computer runs too slowly! Thanks for the tip!! 
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CD13354694

Have a safe trip!!  
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WILSONWR
Again, I hope you have a safe trip! Enjoy the dinner!
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SMALL_WORLD
Have a safe trip! 
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A_NEW_JAN

 to your DH! Mine avoids the kitchen at all costs! 
Drive safely & enjoy the time away together!
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WATERMELLEN
Love the multitasking (we women do excel at that!!) and the DH who's made coffee for you all
these years (mine does too . . . only 36 to your 49, but still!!)
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MISCHAKEO
Have a good trip. Hope your computer starts behaving.
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IFDEEVARUNS2
Healthy habits!
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LIVEDAILY
Have a safe and pleasant drive, and enjoy your event!!
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CD4114015
Have a lovely trip and a safe one and I do so I understand about living in the country though
we don't have satellite but I do understand about satellite!
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.

DEB9021
The thing that made me decide I had to lose weight was when I sat down to fill out a form,
realized I didn't have a pen. Caught myself huffing as if getting up was the biggest inconvenience.
Thought When did this happen to me? So much more product
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SWEDE_SU
sounds like a good start to the day! my DH prepares my coffee for me to push the button (i
have been known to do weird things to coffee machines before i have my coffee, like not put the
receptacle under the spout:-). i know what you mean about rural satellite internet connections! btw,
i ate very well in durham - DS carefully searched out restaurants with vegan options for DD and
me when we visited. so NC does have some good healthy food options to offer! travel safe!
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